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The main activity in October has been preparing for and recovering from the Preliminary Design
Review, held in Madison on October 17, 2001.  

PDR Activities

During the PDR period, we held the following meetings with PFIS collaborators:

19 Oct.  UW (Nordsieck, Percival, Burgh, Smith, Kobulnicky); SAAO (O'Donoghue, Carter,
O'Connor); SALT (Swart, Nel)

- Cooling.  Will go with cryotiger in igloo.  MacQueen reports that performance actually
improves on long lines.  Will baseline one cryotiger/ instrument.

- Cable wrap and routing issues
- Power outage philosophy
- Small Leach box looks like it will be OK
- Software architecture.  The Acquisition and PFIS detector computers and displays will be as

similar as possible Linux boxes.  PFIS control computer to be Windows, containing a
server socket

- Windowing spec.  The detector computer will handle general window requests.  User will not
have to worry about chip boundaries.

- Schedule.  SAAO will look at waiting for 4 chips before selecting the SALTICAM chips.  Will
look at refining the detector delivery schedule to take SAAO off the PFIS critical path

- SAAO will develop long and short form detector acceptance tests to be integrated with the
Instrument acceptance tests

- Coating for field flattener/ cryostat window.  Will not use sol-gel; look at using Goodman
coating.

20 Oct.  UW (Percival, Smith); SALT (Swart, Nel)
- Leon wants to move our interface ring about 20 cm above focal plane to allow access to

SALTICAM and other prime focus platform systems.  This requires modifying our truss. 
SALT team will take this opportunity to attempt a systems assessment of the PFIP
structure with an eye to optimizing the total weight.  We have sent a CDROM of the
Swales ProEngineer PFIS model for him to work with.

- Definition of the detailed interface at the focal plane, including the guidance system and the
slitviewer optics.



Activities since PDR:

We received a ROM quote from Bernhard Halle for a 105mm (full FOV) 4-mosaic
Pancharatnam superachromatic waveplate for 210,200 DM ($94,590 at 0.45 DM/$), and
for a single 60mm waveplate for 57,800 DM ($26,010).  We currently envisage buying a
105 mm halfwave plate and a 60 mm quarterwave plate, and redesigning the waveplate
slide to have independent half- and quarterwave- plate slides.  This will meet the FOV
requirements of the science programs, and save $40,000 (minus redesign costs) from the
baseline budget.

Chip Kobulnicky has been
- Addressing concerns raised at the PDR.  He has computed the enslitted energy for a variety of

seeing conditions and atmospheric seeing profiles in order to inform our choice of
longslit configurations for PFIS.  The results appear in a slit/seeing document, "Slit
Throughput for the SALT PFIS" version 1 November 2001.  

- Investigating the PDR suggestion from Chris Clemens that a more inexpensive slitmask
machine may be available through silicon chip foundry tooling.  We have an email from
Richard Elston stating that he has been using such a device successfully, for a price of
$20,000.

- Chip and Eric Burgh have begun to simulate the spectral resolution of the SALT+PFIS under
varying pupil conditions using realistic PSFs as input to Zemax.

Eric Burgh has been 
- familiarizing himself with ZEMAX with following goals in mind

- thermal analysis of optical design
- tolerance/sensitivity analysis
- image quality versus pupil variation

- begun a compilation of a database of astronomical instrumentation using technologies common
with PFIS (NaCl, Sol-Gel, VPH's) with an eye towards comparing the experience of each
instrument.

Jeff Percival 
- negotiated a special price and procured labview
- began a survey of "SmartMotors" (suggested at PDR by Gerald Cecil)
- began process of hiring management help

Mike Smith has been
- Importing the structure model into I-deas and working out the best manner to use the geometry

to recreate the solid and FEA model.
- Working with Rohan and Zambie (PFIS Mechanical Designers) on recreating the model -

tracing and extruding tube cross sections along the trusses.
- Gaining an understanding of I-deas beam elements for FEA
- Following up on some of the leads and advice from PDR: 

modifying Prontor shutters 
investigating Fiber composites for weight relief



Activities for the next month

UW:
- Continue with the post-PDR concept design iteration, including

revision of the truss design in cooperation with SALT personnel
investigate weight savings through alternate materials (eg composites)
increasing the fidelity of the weight budget
redesign structure identified as being responsible for the main flexure problems

- Develop a detailed schedule for the optics critical design, including
thermal analysis
mounting tolerance analysis
lens holder / optical fabrication design and fabrication plan
coating strategy

- Perform analysis in support of the SALT/ PFIS interface
effects of varying pupil on image centroids and the fidelity of the exit- pupil calibration

Rutgers: 
- etalon order
- develop a Memorandum of Understanding spelling out how we will deal with funding and

schedule contingencies

SAAO: chip order


